




 Fabtex luxury textiles bring delight and contentment to 

guests, patients and hospitality management.

 Those satisfying moments happen when hotel guest’s first 

walk into their beautiful personally-appointed spaces.   

 When patients relax and enjoy the view from welcoming                      

healthcare surroundings.  

 When employees watch effortlessly as new perfectly-timed                     

automatic shades drop to block a blinding afternoon sun. 

 Management, meanwhile, luxuriates in many quality 

moments throughout the long life of their Fabtex high per-

formance luxury fabrics.

 Almost nothing can trump the joy industry managers 

experience when guests are happy and comfortable in their 

surroundings.  

 Knowing they have chosen durable high-performance 

easy-care bedding and window treatments rank right up there 

for successful industry leaders.  

 Just ask any industry customer who relies on Fabtex, the 

U.S. leader in hospitality and healthcare textiles since 1986.

Powerful Fabtex Moments
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FabriLux - Leading The Pace



 Nexus is the newest FabriLux creative series.    

 Nexus moves easy care luxury fabric into the                                                                      

fashion fast lane with its exciting patterns and 

natural earth-toned colors.

 Excelling in style and beauty, Nexus fabric samples                                                        

are available to you in a variety of mediums.

 FabriLux reference manuals are your personal 

desk reference tool, designed to unleash your 

creativity while placing samples, QR codes and 

Internet support at your fingertips.

Products  Featured:

Duvet Cover Nexus Series pattern: Serenity color: Onyx
Shower Curtain Nexus Series pattern: Matrix color: Onyx
Sheer Drapery Windward Collection pattern: Leresh color: Snow
Solar Shade Coulisse Collection Pattern: 5% openness color:                               
 SCR - 3005 - 05 Charcoal Iron Grey 
Pillows Nexus Series pattern: Affinity colors: Raven, Steel 
 Gray and Neutral Gray 

 The entire FabriLux Collection is available to be viewed 

in a variety of mediums. Have it your way; high resolution 

pictures and digital renderings in a convenient space-saving 

catalogs, web based search and selection engines, or actually fabric 

swatches delivered on demand. We need to work the way you want to 

work. Supported by a full internet driven database, FabriLux fabrics are 

the next generation of fabrics, engineered precisely for the next 

generation of designers.
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New Directions In Design

 Flat-screen TVs, WIFI and chargers will never replace the 

coziness and cushiness hotel guests love to snuggle into.

 A long day of travel or meetings brings out the soft side 

of guests. 

 Today, luxurious soft goods have never been more impor-

tant when transforming a hotel room into a homey retreat. 

 Fabtex, the master bedding/window designer embellishes 

guest rooms with luxury products that go the distance. 

Proprietary Hotel Programs

Fabtex works closely with                                                                                                                                                                             

the finest internationally                                                                                                                                                                

branded  hotels to  produce                                                                                                                                                                

bedding and drapery with                                                                                                                                                                        

strict adherence to corporate                                                                                                                                                                      

design,  quality and regulatory                                                                                                                                                 

standards. Fabtex technical                                                                                                                                                      

experience assists  many                                                                                                                                                                

contract clients with complex                                                                                                                                               

motorization, light harvesting                                                                                                                                                                

and total system integration.

Products  Featured:
Duvet Cover Euro Five Collection pattern:  Omega color: White
Bed Scarf       Genesis Collection pattern: Sharon color: Apricot
Pillows         Genesis Collection pattern: Affinity color: Sand
Euro Shams Genesis Collection pattern: Grace color: Apricot
Drapery         Genesis Collection pattern: Tina color: Apricot
Sheer Drapery Essentials Collection pattern: Leresh color: White

 Nexus is the newest FabriLux creative series.    

 Nexus moves easy care luxury fabric into the                                                                      

fashion fast lane with its exciting patterns and 

natural earth-toned colors.

 Excelling in style and beauty, Nexus fabric samples                                                        

are available to you in a variety of mediums.

 FabriLux reference manuals are your personal 

desk reference tool, designed to unleash your 

creativity while placing samples, QR codes and 

Internet support at your fingertips.
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Great textile design begins 

with state of the art technology. By 

committing financial resources to larger 

loom capacities, Fabtex can deliver unequaled 

access to a wider selection of textiles. Fabtex invests 

in their customers by investing in the products they deserve.



Healthcare Transformation
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Beautiful Fabtex cubicle curtains are 

integral to the healing process inspired by 

the well-appointed hospital room.  

Products  Featured:
Bed Throw Nexus Series pattern:  Affinity color:  Aqua
Privacy Curtain Nexus Series pattern: Orbs color: Bone Mineral
Drapery Nexus Series pattern: Matrix color: Bone Mineral
Solar Shade Coulisse Collection Pattern: 4005 5% Openness                                                                                         
 color: SCR - 4005-00: Ivory

  Homelike healthcare design is no longer considered a luxury since recent scientific research shows how 
creative and uplifting hospital rooms hastens the healing process.
 Soothing, coordinated colors and patterns in a comfortable setting help patients relax and heal faster, 
according to two decades of evidence-based research.
 Views and sunlight speed up the healing process and allow a patient’s circadian rhythm to function naturally.
 Fabtex is proud of its nature-inspired privacy curtains, bedding, upholstery and automated window coverings 
that so beautifully complement this design transformation from a clinical environment to one that is comfortable, 
bright and positive.

FabriSafe

     Gentle FabriSafe is the most powerful, 

effective and environmentally friendly 

microbe protection available for textiles.  

It exceeds the most exacting requirements 

of the hospitality and healthcare industries.

     This extraordinary Fabtex product eradi- 

cates viral and bacterial micro-organisms, 

is long lasting and, yet, has the toxicity of 

Vitamin C.



Pure Shade and the Fabtex/Coulisse Collection offer perfect ways 
to support the healing benefits of circadian rhythm and natural light 
within today’s most sophisticated healthcare environment.
 Pure Shade and the Fabtex/Coulisse Collection, with their fashion 
forward motorized roller shades and blinds, deliver optimum ways 
to control naturally-healing sunlight.
 Pure Shade’s motorized window coverings are based on NASA 
technology, operate off the grid and provide 
programmable sunlight, shade and privacy.
  Motorized shades free the medical staff from 
frequent requests to adjust blinds and standard 
shades and may be adjusted remotely or by the 
patients themselves.
 The Fabtex/Coulisse Collection features 
contemporary shade fabrics and wood blinds 
designed by The Netherlands-based Coulisse 
and fabricated in the U.S. by Fabtex.

Motorized Shades Light the Way 
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Automated Coulisse blinds introduce                                                                                                           

design sophistication, climate control                                                                                                                            

and shade comfort to this modern.                                                                                                 



Coulisse - Grand Prix of Shade Design 
 Coulisse, the Euro fashion sensation has joined Fabtex to bring 

its palette of roller shade fabrics and wood-finish blinds to U.S 

hospitality and healthcare design innovators.

 Coulisse shades, roller blinds, wood blinds and XL pleats are 

programmed to control light and climate and may be automated.

 The collection features jacquard nature and micro prints, string 

panels and flame-retardant material with a natural linen look.  

 Favored by architects and young professionals Coulisse Euro-

designed fashion fabrics are influenced by nature and the Euro 

fashion industry's historic use of exquisite textiles.

 Coulisse Euro designs are fabricated in the U.S. by Fabtex.

Coulisse Strings Collection perform as sun screens, shade and

    more. Designers often create interior partitions and dramatic 

       lobby light features with Coulisse string panels.
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Coulisse Euro-style fabric becomes                                                                                         

a functioning design element to                                                                                   

complement this space with Zen-like                                                                          

tranquility and minimalism.



Green - Start to Finish!
 Fabtex is committed to sustainability and earth friendly production 

from textile fabrication to office recycling.

     All Fabtex manufacturing centers are Green Certified and operate 

in the U.S. Raw materials are made in North America, close to the 

company’s bedding and fabrication centers. This proximity expedites 

shipping, results in delivery savings and ensures good labor practices.

     Fabtex operates its three U.S. manufacturing facilities at the highest 

level of environmental safety and sustainability, recycling tons of 

production wastes from yardage to cardboard and paper.

     The green corporate culture flourishes among Fabtex employees 

who are rewarded for finding new ways to reduce the company’s 

footprint.

     They also are encouraged to promote sustainability within their 

own communities.

The Fabtex Pledge

We recognize the importance of 

sustainability possible through the 

continuous refinement of our 

operational processes and practices, 

along with the practical application

 of advanced technologies.

Coulisse Euro-style fabric becomes                                                                                         

a functioning design element to                                                                                   

complement this space with Zen-like                                                                          

tranquility and minimalism.
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Coulisse custom Euro-designed panel 

blinds are available in an extensive color 

palette. The Fabtex/Coulisse Contract 

Collection is fabricated exclusively in 

the U.S. by Fabtex.



 Fabtex, America’s largest fabricator and designer of hospi-

tality bed coverings and window treatments, is poised for growth 

with even greater production capacity, continued high quality and 

unparallel customer service.

 A history of carefully-managed financial planning and 

investment in technology is providing the strength and stability for 

significant re-investment and expansion. The plan to take Fabtex 

to the next level is being led by the new Fabtex Chairman and 

CEO Michael Feterik, a successful manufacturer and acqui-

sition specialist.

 The company, since 1986, has combined artistry with perfor-

mance to deliver hotel brand lines as well as its own proprietary 

products. In an industry often plagued with inefficiencies created 

by the segmented approach of typically renovation and construc-

tion projects, Fabtex offers the opportunity to consolidate many 

functions under their direction. In-house construction management, 

concierge level service representatives, and project direction 

provided by industry experts provide customer peace of mind. 

Continual expansion of the service sectors of our business are an 

essential part of our long term strategy for customer satisfaction.

The FABTEX Story 

Fabtex Project Tracker

Fabtex Project Tracker, a proprietary 

tracking program, allows customers 

to see where their project orders are 

in real time from a laptop or iPad.

Revolutionary Widths

 Fabtex manufactures the widest 

bolts - 118 inches - eliminating seams

 on custom bedspreads and window 

treatments. Designers have much 

more flexibility and cleaner design 

results. There is little opportunity for 

waste. Any extra material can be 

used for tie-backs, pillows or 

other warm touches.

Our New Concierge Program

Every customer will have a personal 

concierge who will provide continuity

and a helpful relationship. The  

concierge will learn the customer's 

preferences, anticipate needs and 

ensure orders are complete, on time 

and on budget.
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 Fabtex Has You Covered:
� New FabriLux design tools.

� Exquisite fabrics for bedding, upholstery and window treatments.

�  Pure Shade window coverings with programmable green motorization.

�  American made.

� Three strategically located factories, with the capacity to deliver large orders   
 on tight schedules.

�  Ultra wide 118-inch bolts, delivering superior seamless designs.

�  National hotel programs.

�  Leading manufacturer of quilted products.

�  Fabtex Project Tracker, a proprietary tracking system, available to all customers.

�  Expert installers strategically located.

�  Sustainability stewardship.

Serving The Industry.

Industry Significance

Fabtex is one of the largest 

fabricators of bed coverings 

and window treatments for 

the hospitality, healthcare, 

government and cruise 

industries. The company is 

one of the fastest growing 

suppliers of hospitality-

influenced environments for 

 the healthcare industry

Made In America

Fabtex manufacturing and fabricating 
headquarters are located in America, 
where customers can rely on environmental 
standards and product quality. Regional 
locations reduce shipping time and costs. 

CALIFORNIA
 � 

PENNSYLVANIA � 

NORTH CAROLINA � 

The Fabtex Focus
With an ethos of Sustainability, the Fabtex family strives for excellence in Hospitality and, 
Healthcare Fabric Design, Fabrication and Installation.
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FabriLux
FabriLux textiles are the preferred choice of hospitality, 
healthcare and corporate clients when fabrics must 
be beautiful and contemporary yet perform far beyond 
the surface. FabriLux textiles are beautiful, durable, 
easy to maintain, cost-effective and fulfill regulatory 
requirements.  

 

 For more information visit:

 www.fabrilux.com

Pure Shade
Pure Shade is the sustainable motorized window 
treatment system based on NASA perfected solar 
energy science. PureShade operates off the grid, 
giving hotels and hospitals programmable light and 
client control, reduced heating and cooling costs and 
greater guest comfort while freeing staff from 
manual drapery adjustments.

 For more information visit:

 www.pureshade.com
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FabriViron
Environmentally sustainable fabric using a high 
percentage of recyclables is a natural fit with the 
Fabtex family of cutting edge products. Environ-
mental fabric may be new. However, Fabtex has 
pioneered green technology for decades.

 

 For more information visit:

 www.fabriviron.com

Coulisse
Coulisse, the Euro design leader in window covering 
fabrics, has partnered with Fabtex to present the 
Fabtex/Coulisse Contract Collection. The contempo-
rary fashion-forward collection is by natural colors 
and elements. Coulisse designs shades, verticals, 
wood blinds and strings. The collection is fabricated 
exclusively for the hospitality and contract market in 
North America by Fabtex. 

 For more information visit:

 www.coulisse.com

f a b t e x
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Spec-Tex
Spec-Tex fabrics are produced in unparalleled widths 
of 118 inches, inspiring designers to repeat patterns 
in ways never thought possible. Deeply-saturated 
colors provide exceptional privacy and all materials 
are treated with FabriSafe, the most powerful, yet 
gentle, microbe protection available
 

 For more information visit:

 www.spec-tex.com

FabriSafe
Gentle FabriSafe is the most powerful, effective and 
environmentally-friendly microbe protection available 
for textiles. This revolutionary product eradicates 
viral and bacterial micro-organisms, is long-lasting 
and, yet has the toxicity of Vitamin C.

 

 For more information visit:

 www.fabrisafe.com

More About Our Concierge Service

Every concierge on our exclusive team is ready to go the 

distance and beyond for our customers. They are cross- 

trained to help customers access the full complement of 

Fabtex brands for optimum outcomes - from aesthetics to 

safety. Your concierge will work with you to protect your 

brand, provide samples and monitor the processing and 

shipping of orders. They also will set up complimentary 

meetings with technicians and other Fabtex experts 

when helpful.

Fabtex and its sales representatives have you covered!

f a b t e x
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www.Fabtex.com

800.778.2791
info@Fabtex.com

P e n n s y l v a n i a

D a n v i l l e

H a r r i s b u r g

N o r t h  C a r o l i n a
R a l e i g h

L u m b e r t o n

C a l i f o r n i a

L o s  A n g e l e s

O r a n g e

C a l i f o r n i a
1 2 0 2  W .  S t r u c k  A v e n u e ,  O r a n g e ,  C A  9 2 8 6 7

P e n n s y l v a n i a
1 1 1  Wo o d b i n e  L a n e ,  D a n v i l l e ,  PA  1 7 8 2 1

 
N o r t h  C a r o l i n a

6 0 0  C r a n d l e m i r e  R o a d ,  L u m b e r t o n ,  N C  2 8 3 5 8

CALIFORNIA

Service Area:  45,000 sq. ft.  Manufacturing, 5,000 sq. ft. Offices                                                                 

Fabricating:      1,000  Drapery Widths/400 Pieces of Bedding                                                    

Divisions:       Hotel/Hospitality, Healthcare, Government, Contract                                                                                              

Office Hours:  8 a.m. to 5 p.m.  PST               

Nearest Airport: John Wayne International Airport/Orange County (SNA) 

PENNSYLVANIA                   

Service Area:    50,000 sq. ft.  Manufacturing, 6,500 sq. ft. Offices           

Fabricating:        1,000 Drapery Widths/400 Pieces of Bedding               

Divisions:       Hotel/Hospitality, Healthcare, Government, Contract                                                                                               

Office Hours:  8 a.m. to 5 p.m.  EST               

Nearest Airport: Wilkes-Barre/Scranton International Airport (AVP) 

NORTH CAROLINA

Service Area:   35,000 sq. ft.  Manufacturing, 4,000 sq. ft. Offices                                                                   

Fabricating:       1,000 Drapery Widths/400 Pieces of Bedding                                                    

Divisions:       Hotel/Hospitality, Healthcare, Government, Contract                                            

Office Hours:  8 a.m. to 5 p.m.  EST               

Nearest Airport: Fayetteville, NC Regional Airport (FAY)


